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Abstract: There has been a growing interest in sleep management recently, and sleep care services
using mobile or wearable devices are under development. However, devices with one sensor have
limitations in analyzing various sleep states. If Internet of Things (IoT) technology, which collects
information from multiple sensors and analyzes them in an integrated manner, can be used then
various sleep states can be more accurately measured. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a Smart
Model for Sleep Care to provide a service to measure and analyze the sleep state using various sensors.
In this model, we designed and implemented a Sleep Information Gathering Protocol to transmit the
information measured between physical sensors and sleep sensors. Experiments were conducted to
compare the throughput and the consumed power of this new protocol with those of the protocols
used in the existing service—we achieved the throughput of about two times and 20% reduction in
power consumption, which has confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed protocol. We judge that
this protocol is meaningful as it can be applied to a Smart Model for Sleep Care that incorporates IoT
technology and allows expanded sleep care if used together with services for treating sleep disorders.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a technology that allows objects connected to a network to provide
various services through communication between people and objects. In recent years, IoT technology
has been applied to various fields including health care, unmanned vehicles, and smart buildings.
In particular, smart care is attracting attention as an IoT-based healthcare service, and interest in
personalized services using IoT platforms and wearable devices is growing [1–3].

Meanwhile, our interest in our own health is growing as our society develops into an aging society.
In particular, the paradigm of health care is changing from the treatment of disease to the treatment of
chronic disease, thus requiring preventive health care [4,5]. Sleep management can prevent chronic
diseases such as diabetes, stroke, and coronary artery disease. Sleep is a basic resting method, which
is an important means of relieving mental stress, fatigue, and restoring vitality. However, since it is
difficult for us to recognize the various sleep disorders as we sleep, we can unknowingly lack sleep,
leading to sleep disorders. Sleep disorders should be diagnosed and treated because they may lead to
chronic illness, learning disabilities, decreased efficiency, and accidents.

However, it costs a lot of time and money to visit the hospital to both diagnose and treat sleep
disorders. Therefore, sleep care systems are being studied to prevent sleep disorders and to manage
sleep from home. Sleep care systems are being developed in the form of a variety of sleep care devices
and mobile sleep care applications [6,7]. For example, there are wearable devices that can measure
sleep disorders such as snoring and tossing and turning, etc. [8]. However, the existing sleep care
systems only use a single device to measure the sleep state, which makes it difficult to accurately judge
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the sleep disorder(s) based on the information measured. If IoT technology is used, these problems
can be solved. IoT devices equipped with various sensors are distributed around the user to measure
sleep environment and sleep information. That information is transmitted to the IoT device, which
comprehensively analyzes the sleep state through a network, and accurately determines the sleep
state based on the collected information. To accomplish this process, a suitable protocol is needed for
transmitting the information measured between IoT devices. In this process, the protocol suitable for
transmitting measurement information between IoT devices is required. Typical protocols are MQTT
(Message Queue Telemetry Transport), CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol), and XMPP (Existing
Messaging and Presence Protocol) [9,10].

IoT devices with various sensors are connected to the internet and continuously transmit the
measurement data, so the cloud federation for IoT is needed to manage this. The method of using
existing single servers has limitations in collecting, managing, and analyzing large amounts of
generated data. Therefore, distributed processing through hypervisor virtualization by applying
the cloud to IoT data collection technology can effectively apply IoT services [11,12].

In this paper, we propose a Smart Model for Sleep Care for IoT devices with various sensors
to measure the sleep state and transmit the measurement information for integrated processing.
This model can measure a variety of information through distributed IoT devices and utilize the
servers and mobile devices used in existing internet environment. In particular, we apply cloud
federation to provide real-time IoT services that require large amounts of data. In addition, we propose
a CoAP-based SIGP (Sleep Information Gathering protocol) to transmit measurement information
between IoT devices. If this protocol is used for sleep care, it will be possible to provide IoT services to
collect measurements and analyze an individual’s sleep state. This service enables it to judge sleep
information accurately based on the distributed collection and integration processing by distributed
sensor devices. Based on this, we designed and implemented a protocol to verify the effectiveness of
the proposed protocol.

Section 1 serves as an Introduction. In Section 2, we address the contents of the sleep care service
related to this paper and the protocols used in the IoT environment to measure them. In Section 3, we
propose a protocol to transmit measurement information to other IoT devices equipped with various
physical sensors. In Section 4, we address the results of experiments and evaluations using various
sensors to verify the effectiveness of the proposed protocol. In Section 5, we address the results of the
study and propose the directions for future studies.

2. Related Studies

2.1. Sleep Care Service

Sleep disorders are characterized by failing to take normal sleep due to issues such as increased
stress, irregular sleep, and an irregular sleep cycle. Some people suffer from insomnia and respiratory
disorder during sleep. Insomnia is a symptom of failing to get enough sleep because the person is not
able to sleep normally. Respiratory disorders during sleep, such as snoring and apnea, cause sleep
quality to be degraded. Sleep care services are being developed using various sleep care devices or
mobile applications to identify or prevent such sleep disorders.

Figure 1 shows a variety of sleep care services. Figure 1a shows a sleep care device that measures
sleep information through various sensors. The sound sensor attached to the user detects the sleep
state of the user by detecting the sounds of snoring or tossing and turning, and measures the sleep
environment through a temperature and humidity sensor [13,14].

For example, a wearable device such as a bracelet as shown in Figure 1b, provides a sleep care
service. FLEX, which was developed by Fitbit, is a representative example. It provides information on
activity, weight, and diet management as well as informing the user of sleep efficiency by measuring
sleep time, tossing and turning, and sleep patterns. This contributes to the user’s comprehensive health
management [15,16]. As shown in Figure 1c, the sleep care pillow measures sleep disorders such as
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tossing and turning, incorrect sleep posture, snoring, and apnea. It measures snoring by judging the
user’s breathing state through the pressure sensor and vibration sensor attached to the pillow [17].

These devices also provide measurements in tandem with the mobile applications shown in
Figure 1d [18]. Some smart phones are equipped with various sensors to provide various functions,
and there are applications that measure and manage the sleep state independently even if they are not
linked to the sleep care devices [19].
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A variety of sleep care services allow users to check their sleep state or sleep environment to
manage themselves, which contributes to proper sleep management. However, since sleep care devices
and mobile applications operate independently, an integrated analysis of the information measured
is required. If the measurements can be integrated and supplemented, it will enable more accurate
sleep management. This can be achieved by using IoT technology, and can efficiently provide sleep
care services. Measurements can be exchanged by autonomous data transmission among IoT devices
equipped with various kinds of sensors. For this purpose, a protocol suitable for the IoT environment
is needed to support communication between IoT devices and sensors.

2.2. IoT Application Protocol

IoT technology adapts its usability based on the network environment, transmission structure,
and method. A transmission structure, a suitable utilization method, and an operating environment
are required to provide IoT services in a restricted environment. Therefore, an application protocol
should be applied according to the IoT environment and service provided. Typical protocols used for
this purpose include HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), MQTT, and CoAP.

HTTP is one of the typical protocols used in the internet environment as well as the IoT
environment. This application-layer protocol operating on top of TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
/IP (Internet Protocol) follows the server/client model. When a client transmits a request, a server
communicates with the request on a 1:1 basis. In addition, HTTP provides services in the form of
RESTful APIs (Application Programming Interface), so it uses the methods such as GET, POST, PUT,
and DELETE to inform the server of the location of resources and the type of request.

MQTT is a Publish/Subscribe messaging protocol optimized for an environment with limited
bandwidth. Each Client operates on Broker, and based on a specific Topic, Client transmits information
about Topic to Broker as Publish simultaneously receives updates to Topic as Subscribe. Therefore,
it is easy to provide N: M service because Broker acts as a message bus that intermediates Topic’s
Publisher and Subscriber. In addition, it is designed to consume less battery, and there is no restriction
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on the message size due to the characteristics of Publish/Subscribe, which is advantageous in the
development between heterogeneous platforms.

Finally, unlike HTTP or MQTT, CoAP operating on UDP (User Datagram Protocol) has
been developed to allow devices with limited resources to communicate in a restricted network
environment [9]. Although the communication using the UDP layer cannot not guarantee its reliability,
CoAP supports CON (Confirmable) message and ACK (Acknowledgment) message, enabling a
1:1 reliable transmission like HTTP. It also has a feature of using the GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE
methods of the RESTful API provided by HTTP.

Figure 2a shows a Request/Response Transmission Method of an HTTP message. The HTTP client
requests the temperature value from the HTTP server using the GET method, and the server responds
to the client with the result that the request has been successfully processed using the response code
of 200. Figure 2b shows the message transmission method between CoAP Client and CoAP Server.
The CoAP requests the temperature value from CoAP Server using the CON message and GET method.
The CoAP Server that received the CON message responds by storing the result in the ACK message,
which is a response message. In this process, it is possible to distinguish the message transaction
through the message ID ([0xab12]), enabling reliable information transmission.
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Figure 3 shows the CoAP service model that is most widely used in the IoT service. Each IoT,
classified into a Server and a Client, requests and transmits the date needed to mutually provide
services to users. In the Constrained Network, the IoT devices corresponding to the client request
the CoAP and receive the services from the IoT devices corresponding to the server. For example,
the client requests from the server the information measured by the sensor. The client requests the
information measured by the sensor from the server, receives the results, and operates the actuator
attached to the IoT device according to the service to be provided.

However, IoT application protocol should be able to provide various services through storage,
analysis, processing and conversion of data through IoT platforms rather than simply providing
services through a network interface. These services are provided in conjunction with the cloud to
efficiently collect, analyze and manage large amounts of data due to the spread of IoT technology.
The IoT cloud also includes various servers with virtual storage and processing capabilities, and
the senor and actuator with virtual sensing and actuating capabilities. Through this, the IoT cloud
collects information from all the sensors in the cloud and analyzes the collected information in an
integrative way to derive the results, thereby providing various services to the user according to the
result obtained [20–22]. However, the sensor and actuator with limited network environments have
limitations in directly interacting with the IoT cloud. Therefore, if a protocol suitable for a limited
network environment and an existing Internet environment is utilized, an interface suitable for each
IoT device can be provided. The IoT service model using the CoAP, which is a typical model suitable
for the limited environment, also provides the inter-HTTP interface that is commonly used in the
existing internet environment through the CoAP-HTTP proxy [23,24]. In addition, since CoAP uses
RESTful-based APIs like HTTP, it has the advantage of providing mapping between different protocols
in a more efficient way [25,26].
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In this paper, we will apply a service method which can utilize both the restricted network and
the existing internet environment. The sleep care service that uses this method can measure sleep
information through various physical sensors and collect information necessary for judging the sleep
state from the server or mobile device corresponding to the existing internet environment. Therefore,
we want to use CoAP—an IoT application protocol that provides functions similar to those of HTTP
together with HTT—which is most widely used in the existing internet environment. In addition, since
CoAP can reliably transmit information on a 1:1 basis, it has the advantage of being able to integrate
information measured by various sensors in a restricted network without loss of data. Therefore, we
will propose a smart model for sleep care service using HTTP and CoAP together with an application
protocol suitable for inter-IoT devices communication.

3. Sleep Information Gathering Protocol

3.1. Smart Model for Sleep Care Service

The proposed smart model for a sleep care service is a model that collects and integrates the
information from an IoT device with distributed sensors to analyze a variety of sleep information.
This model works by connecting each IoT device to a network to provide services to the IoT platform.
It also provides two operation modes according to the IoT device connected to the network.

In Figure 4, IoT devices for sleep care are equipped with various physical sensors (such as a
sound sensor, ambient light sensor, temperature sensor, and/or motion sensor) and operate at home.
A physical sensor is a hardware type sensor that measures physical data that can be measured by a
sound sensor, an illuminance sensor, or a temperature sensor. The data measured by each physical
sensor is used to analyze the sleep state and sleep environment. The sensor that measures the data
used to analyze sleep state includes a sound sensor and a motion detection sensor. The sound sensor
detects the presence and magnitude of the sound generated by the user, and the motion sensor
measures the motion of the user during sleep. The sensor that measures the data used to analyze sleep
environment includes temperature sensors, humidity sensors, and illuminance sensors. Each sensor
measures temperature, humidity, and illuminance during sleep. A virtual sensor in the form of
software autonomously receives the data measured through a physical sensor and collects additional
information by analyzing the information. The sleep sensor used in the smart model for sleep care
service is an example of a virtual sensor. For a similar case, there is IEEE 1451, an international standard
for smart sensors established by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) and IEEE [27].
Although the IEEE 1451 smart sensor interface standard which has been standardized to date only
specifies the point-to-point interface, the Sleep Sensor defined in this paper receives information from
various physical sensors. By utilizing and analyzing information received, it generates and utilize
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various information such as sleep time, wakeup time, and awakening during sleep in a complex
manner. As such, this model provides an operating method for analyzing sleep information by
transmitting and collecting information measured by various sensors.
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However, since the method of analyzing the sleep information based on sensor information
cannot manage sleep systematically over the long term, an operation mode using IoT technology
is required. Therefore, we propose an operation mode by applying the IoT technology to the sleep
sensor. Each sleep sensor operating in our home is connected to the IoT platform, and receives the
health information or sleep information of the user from the healthcare server or sleep care server
connected to the IoT platform. The health information and sleep information of users stored in the
virtualization storage is received from the IoT Cloud connected to the IoT platform. In addition, the
information entered by the user can be utilized in conjunction with the mobile device. By integrating
this information to analyze the sleep information, more accurate results can be obtained compared to
the results obtained by using the sensor only. In order to provide a service to analyze sleep information
in real time, the sleep sensor with two operational methods collects measurement information from
the distributed physical sensor and information from IoT devices connected to the IoT platform.
In this process, communication between the sleep sensor and the IoT device connected to the IoT
platform utilizes an HTTP-based protocol, which is mainly used in the existing network. And in the
communication between the sleep sensor and the physical sensor, CoAP, one of the IoT application
protocols, is used. CoAP is suitable for communication with distributed physical sensors centered on a
sleep sensor because it transmits reliable messages in 1:1 or 1:N form. In addition, it is easy to connect
with the IoT platform through the sleep sensor because it has advantage of being similar to HTTP.

However, since the IoT platform provides multiple users with IoT services through a network of
connected IoT devices, there may be a large amount of traffic or a delay in transmitting a large amount
of data. According to a recent survey, the number of IoT devices connected to the internet by 2020
is expected to be about 20 billion to 40 billion. When using existing 4G networks, there is a limit to
traffic that can accommodate all devices. However, the use of the 5G network can provide a real-time
service by increasing the transmission rate 100 times compared to that of the existing 4G network
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and by minimizing the network latency. The 5G network is capable of high-speed data transmission
using a bandwidth of more than a few hundred MHz within a high bandwidth of 300 GHz, which is
beyond the limit of transmitting signals only within a low bandwidth of less than 3 GHz. The model
suggested in this paper also uses IoT to provide sleep care services by transmitting data in real-time to
various homes such as Home A, Home B and Home C. Therefore, the model suggested this study has
considered the 5G network attracting attention as a new mobile communication network.

The sleep information analyzed by the sleep sensor is transmitted to the IoT Cloud and stored
in the virtualization storage in the cloud to provide information to the IoT devices connected to the
same IoT Cloud. For example, a user who has completed a sleep measurement can identify the sleep
information transmitted to the IoT Cloud using a mobile application, thereby providing a customized
service to induce positive sleep.

3.2. Protocol Design for the Model

In Figures 5–7, we propose the activities of the physical sensor, sleep sensor, and sleep care
server operating in the Smart Model for Sleep Care service by each phase. Figure 5 shows the process
of Discovery & Connection Phase in which the sleep sensor detects and connects the neighboring
physical sensors.
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Figure 5. Activity diagram of a smart model for connecting sleep sensors and physical sensors.

When the service is started, the physical sensor resets the attached sensors and converts them
into a standby state. The sleep sensor converts the state into Discovery, generates a Discovery.req
message to search for the physical sensor around the user, and broadcasts the message. The physical
sensor that sensed this request transmits a Discovery.res response and the sleep sensor that received
the response message from the physical sensor generates the sensor table classified by the address of
each physical sensor address and the type of measurement. Next, the sleep sensor converts the state to
Connection and transmits a Connection.req message to the physical sensor based on the generated
sensor table to request connection setup between the sensors. The physical sensor that received this
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message responds with a Connection.res message, and the sleep sensor establishes a setup between
the sensors that received the response message. When the connection is complete, the sleep sensor
converts the state into Measurement.Entropy 2017, 19, 450  8 of 18 
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Figure 6 shows the Measurement & Analysis Phase in which the sleep sensor receives data from
both the physical sensor and the sleep care server to measure and analyze sleep state. The sleep sensor
in the state of Measurement transmits an AutoOn.req or mData.req message to the physical sensor that
has been completely connected to request data measurement. The AutoOn.req message is a request
to automatically receive information measured from the physical sensor at regular intervals, and the
mData.req message is a request to receive one value measured by the physical sensor. The physical
sensor measures the state according to the request message.

Once the AutoOn.req message is received, the physical sensor sets the time to measure the data
continuously and measures the data using the attached sensor. The data measured according to the
time cycle is transmitted to the sleep sensor, and the result value is included in the AutoOn.res message
and transmitted to the sleep sensor. The sleep sensor that received the AutoOn.res message obtains
measurement data. After that, it can obtain values by receiving messages periodically. If measurement
data is no longer needed, it send the AutoOff.req message from the physical sensor to stop the data
measurement. The physical sensor that received this message releases the preset time and responds
with the AutoOff.res message, and the sleep sensor completes the data measurement through the
periodic request. If a mData.req message is received, the physical sensor also measures the data.
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The measurement data is transmitted to the sleep sensor through the mData.res message, and the sleep
sensor that received the message confirms the measurement data and completes data measurement.

To utilize the existing measurement and analysis information in addition to the information
measured by the physical sensor, the sleep sensor sends a data inquiry request to the sleep care server.
The message used for this purpose is sData.req. The sleep care server that received this message
queries the stored information from the database and responds with a sData.res message.

The sleep sensor integrates the information received through AutoOn.res, mData.res, and
sData.res messages and analyzes sleep state using the Sleep Care Smart Algorithm. The Sleep Care
Smart Algorithm analyzes the received information in real time and terminates the sleep analysis when
the sleep measurement is complete. The information analyzed by this process is stored in the sleep
care server and used for sleep analysis in the future. Therefore, the sleep sensor sends a request to the
sleep care server including the analyzed information in the aData.req message. The sleep care server
that received this request responds with aData.res message and completes the data storage. After that,
the sleep sensor converts the state into Release.

Finally, Figure 7 is the Release Phase in which the sleep sensor and physical sensor are
disconnected. A sleep sensor in a state of Release transmits a Release.req message to the physical
sensor because it does not need to maintain the connection with the physical sensor. The physical
sensor that received this message generates a Release.res message and responds to the sleep sensor.
The sleep sensor releases the connection with the physical sensor registered in the sensor table and
ends the service.
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physical sensor.

Unlike the IoT device connected to the IoT platform in the smart model for sleep care service,
the IoT device equipped with the physical sensor used in various environments needs the network
protocol to provide a transmission service between Sleep sensors. If the CoAP—as described in
previous studies—is used, that will allow it to utilize the IoT devices with limited resources more
efficiently and to exchange the data between the virtual sensor, mobile devices, and the IoT platform
through CoAP-HTTP Proxy. In addition, the secure communication in sleep care application is applied
by applying the security standards provided by HTTP and CoAP. HTTPS, a security-enhanced version
of HTTP, provides the ability to encrypt the session data through SSL (Secure Socket Layer) or TLS
(Transport Layer Security) protocols. CoAP also provides security-enhanced CoAPS through DTLS
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(Datagram Transport Layer Security). In short, it is possible to provide the smart model for a sleep
care service more efficiently by using a CoAP-based Smart Information Gathering Protocol.

Figure 8 defines the structure of the transmission data of a Sleep Information Gathering Protocol
for use in the smart model for sleep care service. The message header comprises the first to fourth fields.
The first field SEQ indicates the serial number of message which is comprised of 2 bytes. The serial
number is used most often in the AutoOn.req/AutoOn.res message which requests periodic sensor
measurements and receives the results. Considering that the sensor measurement cycle, in general,
is 0.8 s to 1 s, the number of messages used per sleep cycle is about 36,000 to 45,000. A message
comprised of 1-byte size can utilize 65,535 messages. The second field is the ID of the IoT device
that transmits packets. Since it stores the ID value for identifying each IoT device, it is comprised
of 1 byte. The third field is comprised of 1 byte, indicating the length of the fourth field. The fourth
field shows the address to utilize the URI in CoAP or HTTP. Each URI is used based on the REST API.
Since each URI has a variable size, the field size is determined by the third field LENGTH. The decision
to use the remaining items (except for the four fields described above) is determined depending on the
message type. The DT field indicates the type of data measured by the sensor is configured in 1 byte.
Time Field indicates the time of the sleep information measured. When the sleep sensor analyzes the
measured sleep information in an integrative way, the sleep state of the user may vary according to the
measurement time. Therefore, the time synchronization between the sensors is adjusted using Time
Field. The Time field included in the aData.req message indicates the time at which sleep information
was analyzed in the sleep sensor. The VALUE field indicates the measurement results, and the VL field
configured in 1 byte is used to indicate the variable size of VALUE field. In addition, the Auto.req
message for periodically receiving data sets the data transmission options through the 2-byte OPT field.
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3.3. Interface Design

Table 1 defines the method, URI, and internal protocol used by applying the REST API for the
respective message data formats of the Sleep Information Gathering Protocol. The sleep sensor uses
the GET method when requesting data and processes the result with the response message. In addition,
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the data transmission message of the sleep sensor uses the POST method, and the result of the message
transmission is confirmed through the response message. The message of the Sleep Information
Gathering Protocol uses different internal protocols according to the communication partner. CoAP is
used to transmit messages between physical sensors in a restricted network environment, and HTTP is
used to transmit messages between existing IoT devices.

Table 1. Sleep Information Gathering Protocol (SIGP) message data format for using REST API.

Method SIGP Data Format URI Internal Protocol

GET

Discovery.req/Discovery.res /sensor/discovery CoAP
Connect.req/Connect.res /sensor/connection CoAP

mData.req/mData.res /sensor/measurement CoAP
sData.req/sData.res /server/storage HTTP

AutoOn.req/Auto.res /sensor/automaticon CoAP

POST
AutoOff.req/AutoOff.res /sensor/automaticoff CoAP

aData.req/aData.res /sensor/analysis HTTP

Figure 9 shows the sequence diagram of the process by which the sleep sensor searches for
and connects with the neighboring physical sensors by applying the defined message data format
of the Sleep Information Gathering Protocol. The Sleep Information Gathering Protocol operates
based on CoAP for message transmission between physical sensors. The sleep sensor broadcasts the
Discovery.req message to identify neighboring physical sensors. Discovery.req stores the message
sequence number, the device ID of the sleep sensor, and the URI corresponding to the U-CoAP field.
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The physical sensor that received this message responds by generating a Discovery.res message.
Discovery.res contains the same sequence number as the request, its device id, and the URI
corresponding to the Discovery.res message. It also contains the address and type of the physical
sensor in the value field, and the sleep sensor that received the Discovery.res message generates the
sensor table with the contents stored in the value. Based on the generated sensor table, the sleep
sensor transmits a Connect.req message to the address of the physical sensor, and the physical sensor
responds with Connect.res.

Figure 10 shows Measurement & Analysis Phase in which the sleep sensor requests data from the
physical sensor and sleep care server, then receives results. The sleep sensor transmits an AutoOn.req
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message to the physical sensor for periodic data measurement. The AutoOn.req message has a DT
field for identifying the data type for measurement and an OPT field for setting options for periodic
data measurement. The physical sensor that received this message responds with an AutoOn.res
message and periodically responds by including measurement data in the value. The sleep sensor
uses the AutoOff.req message to indicate it does not need more data, and transmits the data type
for which it wants to stop the measurements. The sleep sensor receives an AutoOff.res message in
response to the request. It uses mData.req message when it needs only one measurement value, not
periodic measurement. This message also identifies the data type for measurement through the DT
field, and the physical sensor that received a request responds by storing the result in the value field of
the mData.res message.
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When the sleep sensor requests information stored from the sleep care server, the requested
data are stored in the DT field using the sData.req message. The result values for the request are
stored in the value field of the sData.res response message. When the sleep sensor, on the other hand,
requests data storage from the sleep care server, it uses aData.req message and transmits the message
by including the data value to be stored in the value field. The sleep care server that received the
request responds with aData.res message, which confirms the data is stored. For data transmission
between the sleep sensor and the sleep care server, HTTP is used instead of CoAP. Since the server
used in the existing IoT environment is not a restricted environment, it transmits data based on HTTP.
Therefore, it transmits the message by storing the URI value of HTTP in the U-HTTP field between the
sleep sensor and sleep care server.

Figure 11 shows the Release Phase in which the sleep sensor requests a release from the physical
sensor. The sleep sensor transmits a Release.req message to each physical sensor to be released.
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The Release.req message has a message sequence number, the device ID of the sleep sensor, and a
URI value corresponding to Release.req. The physical sensor that received this message responds to
the sleep sensor by including the same message sequence number, its device ID, and the URI value
corresponding to release.res. The sleep sensor that received the response message releases the sensor
table registered based on the device ID and completes the disconnection between the physical sensors.Entropy 2017, 19, 450  13 of 18 
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4. Experiment Protocols

4.1. Testbed and Its Scenarios

As shown in Figure 12, in order to verify the effectiveness of the Smart Model for Sleep Care
service, we made a testbed by applying the Sleep Information Gathering Protocol to various IoT
devices. The IoT device used in the testbed includes hardware (A) and (E) to which physical sensors are
connected for measuring information for sleep care and hardware (D) which operates as a sleep sensor
that receives the information from the physical sensor through CoAP. For each piece of hardware,
we used a Raspberry Pi 3 supporting Wi-Fi, and utilized a mobile application (H) to check the
communication results between devices. A Samsung Galaxy S5 was used as the smartphone to operate
mobile applications. The Raspberry Pi 3 used in the experiment is very powerful hardware to apply
to the sleep monitoring service. However, more information should be measured, collected, and
transmitted in order for the extension of the Smart Model for Sleep Care service to provide health care
services. Therefore, the authors have experimented using Raspberry Pi 3 considering the scalability of
the service, and experimented by applying the Sleep Information Gathering Protocol.

For Raspberry Pi hardware (A), (D), and (E), we implemented the program using JavaScript on
the Node.js framework based on Raspbian OS (A). We used Raspbian OS (version 4.4.49) and Node.js
framework (version 4.4). It has a human body sensor (HC-SR501) (B) and a sound sensor (SZH-EK033)
(C) for measuring a sleep state. (B) detects motion during sleep and (C) detects sound during sleep,
and they transmit the result to (A). (A) analyzes tossing and turning, snoring, and apnea based on the
measurement values that it received. (E) also has a connected temperature-humidity sensor (DHT22)
(F) and an illuminance sensor (GL55) (G), and each sensor is used to measure information about the
sleep environment. (A) and (E) are equipped with these physical sensors, so a CoAP-based network
module is implemented as a program for data transmission between devices. Unlike (A) and (E), the
sleep sensor (D) is not equipped with sensors, but it receives measurement values from both devices
and analyzes the sleep state based on this information. We also implemented CoAP-HTTP Proxy to
enable data request through a mobile application (H).
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In this experimental environment, (D) searches neighboring (A) and (E) and establishes a
connection between devices. At this moment, (D) can request the data from (A) and (E) for analyzing and
processing sleep information, and measures the information about sleep state and sleep environment
through the sensors installed. (H) can request data measurement from (A) and (E) through (D).

We conducted 3 experiments. In the first experiment, we compared the response time for HTTP
Request/Response between (H) and (D) and the response time for CoAP Request /Response between
(D) and (A). In the second experiment, we compared the response time to the HTTP request of (H)
to (A) as in the existing sleep care service, and the response time to the HTTP request of (H) to (A)
through CoAP Proxy of (D). In the third experiment, we measured and compared the throughput and
consumed power for each request by comparing when the HTTP request was transmitted from the
sleep sensor (D) to (A) equipped with the physical sensor and when SIGP was used.

4.2. Result and Evaluation

In this experiment, we implemented a system by applying the Sleep Information Gathering
Protocol to each hardware operating in the Smart Model for Sleep Care. Figure 13 shows the
response time of (D) to the request for data measurement from (H), and the time that took for (D)
to receive the results after requesting (A) and (E) for the measurement of the corresponding data.
(D) converts it into CoAP, and requests the data from (A) and (E), respectively. In order to analyze
sleep information in (D), we conducted experiments using two approaches: Request for sleep state
measurement (Request/Response Time (D) to (A)) and Request for sleep environment measurement
(Request/Response Time (D) to (E)). Respective response times were directly measured through the
code and confirmed.

The response time to the HTTP request from (H) to (D) ranges from about 20 to 40 ms. (D) that
receives the HTTP request, converts the request through CoAP-HTTP Mapping, and then transmits it
to (A) and (E). Response Time (D) to (A) indicates the response time that it took to receive the sleep
state measurement values of (B) and (C), and Request/Response Time (D) to (E) receives the sleep
environment measurement values of (F) and (G). Based on the results, it was confirmed that the two
CoAP communications had a response time of about 50–55 ms and took about twice as long as HTTP.
However, the HTTP had a response time of about 0.03 s, and CoAP had a response time of about 0.05 s,
indicating that the difference in response time does not reduce effectiveness.
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In the second experiment Figure 14, we compared (H) to (A), which is a method in which the
mobile directly transmits a HTTP request for sleep measurement, and (H)–(D)–(A), which is a request
method applied to the proposed Smart Model, and then compared the response time of the results of
measurements. In this experiment, the response times were also measured through the code. First,
when looking at the Request/Response Time (H) to (A), in which an HTTP request was transmitted,
it has a response time of about 20 to 40 ms, which is similar to the HTTP communication in the first
experiment. On the other hand, when looking at Request/Response Time (H)–(D)–(A), it has the
response time from minimum 110 to maximum 140 ms. It can be judged that since (D) underwent
CoAP-HTTP Mapping, request and response are executed twice respectively, which consumes time.
However, since this request also has a response time difference of about 0.1 s, there is no problem in
providing an IoT service in which CoAP and HTTP are combined. It also allows for more efficient
resource management for (A) operating in a restricted environment by transmitting a request to (A)
via (D) rather than by transmitting a direct request to (H) to (A).
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In the last experiment, we compared the throughput and consumed power when (D) requests
the data from (A) by applying HTTP and SIGP. Figure 15 shows that the average throughput for
1 min is about 110 responses when requesting data using HTTP. On the other hand, when SIGP was
used, the throughput for 1 min was about 242 responses, which is over twice as efficient as the HTTP.
In addition, there was a difference in the amount of power consumed by processing data requests
for 20 min. We attached a battery of 1000 mA to (A) and conducted tests for 20 min using the same
protocols. When HTTP was used, 800 mA was consumed, whereas when SIGP was used, 650 mA was
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consumed. The results confirmed that SIGP consumes fewer resources than HTTP while processing
the same amount of data.Entropy 2017, 19, 450  16 of 18 
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In this paper, we proposed a Smart Model for Sleep Care for efficient sleep management by
applying IoT for efficient sleep management, and then proposed a Sleep Information Gathering
Protocol that will be used in this model. The Smart Model for Sleep Care allows various devices to
share information through a network through the IoT to existing sleep care services, which in turn
enables them to analyze the sleep information more accurately. We also defined the Sleep Information
Gathering Protocol using CoAP, which is a protocol suitable for IoT to receive information related to a
user’s health and sleep state from the mobile devices and the sleep care server.

To verify the effectiveness of the service model using such a protocol, we made a testbed to
compare the response time to the sleep information request. As a result, it was confirmed that the
defined protocol did not show a significant difference in response time compared with the existing
sleep care services, indicating its applicability to Smart Model for Sleep Care.

To analyze the user’s sleep and diagnose sleep disorders, more extended sleep care services
should be provided. In particular, there is a need for a method to protect the sleep information of an
individual as well as a method for using the security protocol provided by CoAP or HTTP. In addition,
the proposed protocol should be supplemented to provide extended services, and the effectiveness of
the proposed protocol in integrating the therapy service to treat sleep disorders rather than simply
measuring a sleep state should be verified in future studies.
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